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Antiviral & Antimicrobial  Air Purification System

Suitable for any indoor environment:



Indoor
Pollutants

Indoor toxins like
aerosols, chemicals
and cooking fumes

Viruses

Introducing...

The Most Effective Air Purifier In The World

The innovative Vent-Axia PureAir
Room 500 X uses the CodiKoat HEPA
PLUS filter to remove and kill the
harmful particulates from the air that
you breathe, break down pollutants
and neutralise bad smells in seconds.

CodiKoat.com

Traps & Kills

Rapidly recover air quality from

scratch with continuous sanitisation

Proactive air quality monitoring

ensures optimum Indoor Air Quality

Simple plug in and play, with no

installation necessary

Quick and effective clean air delivery

rate of 500m /h (CADR), covering a

room size of 70m

Easily control speed and running

times with an App

Removes dust and particulates

smaller than 0.2µm

Low energy consumption due to

ultra-efficient filter technology

Airborne virus
particles including

coronavirus

Bacteria
Kills harmful

bacteria that cause
hospital acquired

infections

Dimensions - 400x260x635mm

10kg weight

Fully sealed to HEPA 13 standard

Technical Specifications
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Removes
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Particulate
Matter

Dangerous
pollutants including

PM10 & PM2.5

CodiKoat Air Purifier



Filter clogs with
harmful bacteria
build-up

Traps and kills
viruses, bacteria 
and fungi

Lower maintenance
costs due to 
ultra-durable filter

Filter remains
free of bacteria
build-up
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Powered by...

The revolutionary HEPA PLUS Air Filter

This remarkable Air Purifier uses the CodiKoat HEPA
PLUS filter and is scientifically proven to kill 99.99% of
viruses within seconds of contact.

The HEPA PLUS filter contains antiviral coating certified
to ISO 18184:2019 by independent labs, making it the
fastest antiviral protection of its kind in the world. 

Can only trap
viruses, bacteria
and fungi 

Traditional HEPA Filters CodiKoat HEPA PLUS

Unbeatable Features

Lightweight Model
Unit is mobile and

movable

App Controlled
Control speed and

running time

Adjustable Timer
Programmable

running time

Air Quality Display
Shows current indoor

air quality

Washable Pre-Filter
Easy to clean and
extends life cycle

Sleep Mode
Turns off display to

prevent light pollution

Auto Mode
Pre-set mode based
on indoor air quality

Clogged filters need
regular replacement
and maintenance

Adjustable Speed
Manual or pre-set

speed controls



The new standard of air purification 

Order Yours Today 
 

Sales Tel: 01440 782071 
 

E-mail: Contact@CodiKoat.com

CodiKoat.com


